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Get the 
hotel 
look

Transform your bathroom  
into a luxurious retreat with  
a sophisticated design and 
our pick of the latest must-
have products
Words: Yvette Murrell

What’s the first thing you do when you get into a 
hotel room? Kick off your shoes and check out 
the bathroom! Whether you’re staying in a hotel 
for business or pleasure, the bathroom facilities 

perform the crucial role of aiding your rest and relaxation. 
you want to know how powerful the shower is, if the bath is 
big enough for two, and whether the mirror is well lit. So why 
shouldn’t we hold the same standards at home? Whether 
you want to create a hotel-worthy ensuite or are planning on 
turning your main bathroom into a spa-like sanctuary, there 
are some careful considerations you should take – and a few 
extra-special touches you can add – to make a big difference 
to your bathroom space. 

Check the layout 
Start by thinking about what is most important to you in the 
bathroom. is it a generous bath, or do you prefer a powerful 
shower to invigorate you in the morning? measure up the 
space you have and work out where everything will go. Be 
mindful of where the current pipes for waste and water are 
placed and decide whether you will move these or keep them 
where they are. Remember, moving the pipes will dramatically 
increase the scope of your renovation and, potentially, its cost. 
Once you have established these essential elements, you can 
start thinking about the more luxurious features. 

Bathe in luxury
Whilst a large freestanding bath is perfect for creating a hotel-
chic look, opting for a more compact back-to-wall design 
may be more practical if you’re struggling for space. most 
hotel rooms are formed of a bedroom and an ensuite, where 
being clever with the space is a must – so there are many 
compact solutions out there to choose from. Look out for 
1500mm-long designs, P-shaped baths, or those that taper at 
one end. if a rainfall showerhead is top of your wishlist, make 
sure your home’s water pressure is strong enough to operate 
one before shopping for a new system. Water pressure is 
measured in bars, ranging from 0.1 to 5 bar, with high-pressure 
rates starting from around 3 bar. a qualified plumber will be 
able to check the water pressure in your home if you’re unsure.

Add some allure
“Luxury trends take inspiration from boutique and lavish hotel 
bathrooms, with guests wishing to emulate the look and feel 
in their homes to impress their own visitors,” says David Cole of 
Perrin & Rowe. “Double vanity bowls with wall-mounted taps 
exude sophistication,” he adds. “Even using different finishes for 
brassware can change the style of a bathroom, introducing a 
subtle hint of glamour or making it more contemporary.”

you can draw attention to your bathroom’s vanity area by 
splashing out on a few key features, such as a well-lit mirror, a 
luxurious countertop, and some stylish brassware. Opt for an 
on-trend finish like brushed brass or nickel. Nothing destroys the 
illusion of a hotel like clutter, so make space to stash spare toilet 
rolls, toiletries, and cleaning products. and for a true hotel look, 
make room for open storage for towels and robes.

Get glowing
task lighting near the basin is important in any bathroom, but 
don’t overlook the rest of the space when trying to create a 
more luxurious atmosphere. “Lighting is the ultimate game-
changer for bathroom design,” says Brian Woulfe, founder 
and managing director of Designed by Woulfe. “you can 
spend years planning your layout and choosing tiles, finishes, 
taps and showerhead – but even the simplest of bathrooms 
can be transformed with good lighting.” u

The oval shape of Kohler’s Abrazo freestanding 
bath has been designed to provide ample lumbar 
support, and is deep enough for two to relax in. It 
is priced £6864.



If you like the look of a 
freestanding bath but 
don’t have the room, 
the 1600mm-long Ebb 
back-to-wall shower bath, 
£1395 from Waters Baths 
of Ashbourne, is a great 
space-saving option. 

h When space allows, a double vanity unit makes a seriously stylish statement. these 
Purity recessed basins, from £250 each, sit seamlessly within a Corian vanity, priced 
from £310 per m.
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Dimmable ceiling downlights are a great option when 
designing a hotel-chic lighting scheme in a bathroom. “they 
can be used to illuminate different areas of the room, including 
the shower, or entrance to the shower, and create interesting 
pools of light in the room,” Brian Woulfe continues. “But use 
caution when installing downlights in the shower itself – there 
are specific models which are shower safe.” Check the iP 
rating and that your chosen lights are suitable for the different 
areas in the bathroom. Lights that will be immersed in water 
must have a minimum rating of iP67, whereas lighting you will 
use around the vanity area can have a rating of iP44. 

turn up the heat
adding a little warmth to a bathroom can make all the 
difference to how the space feels. Having a heated towel 
rail is an obvious choice – but for a chic look go for a 
design-led style, or one with an on-trend finish such as rose-
gold or copper. and to take it one step further, why not 
consider underfloor heating? there are two main options 
to choose from, depending on your space and budget.  
Pricier water systems have high outputs of heat and use pipes 
connected to your boiler, whereas cost-effective electric 
systems of wired mats can be easier to retrofit and are more 
suitable for smaller spaces. Just make sure the flooring you 
choose is compatible with the heating underneath. 

Make a statement
a few bold finishes will complete your new bathroom’s look – 
something Jude tugman, managing director at architect your 
Home, refers to as the ‘hero factor’. 

“to achieve that hotel-chic look, think about the hero factor 
in your bathroom. anything from a quirky light fitting to a 
brightly tiled wall to a stand-alone claw-foot Victorian bath,” 
she explains. “a stand-out focal point draws the eye and puts 
your own design stamp on what can be a fairly standardised 
space, creating a room that’s truly individual.” u



Experiment with different textures to create a 
cool atmosphere. These Stripes tiles by Dune, 
priced £103 per sq m, come in a subtle copper 
tone and measure 25 x 25cm.

h Updating your brassware can help transform your 
bathroom aesthetic. Crosswater’s mPRO collection,  
from £90, includes new on-trend brushed-brass finishes.

h Brian Woulfe of Designed by Woulfe kept things neutral in this 
bathroom, focusing instead on using contrasting ribbed and smooth tiles 
with pools of light in the shower recess to create a hotel-chic atmosphere. 

The Ladybower double 
vanity, designed by Martin 
Brudnizki for Drummonds,  
is shown here in 
Arabescato marble with a 
brushed brass stand.  
Priced from £8340.

h CP Hart supplied products for over 120 guest bathrooms for the Curtain 
Hotel in Shoreditch, east London. Each room features a wide vanity area 
with stylish brassware, smart sanitaryware, and plenty of space for towels.
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Real project
Designer: amy Stoddard, Day true
Client: a young professional couple
Location: Queen’s Gate, London
the brief: to create a fresh and 
funky space that would impress 
family and friends
Cost: approximately £10,000

“the couple who live in this stylish London home wanted 
a guest bathroom to amaze their friends and family. 
We set out to find a tile bright enough to bring the 

wow-factor in, and eventually stumbled upon Balineum Series 
S hand-painted tiles, which were perfect! We used these in the 
shower, with Vado’s Elements range brassware in brushed gold 
for a bit of contemporary glamour, and as a splashback up to 
the ceiling – adding just enough drama without overwhelming 
a fairly compact space. the couple had fallen in love with the 
mirror they had found, so it was crucial we integrated this into 
the design. as room was limited, we needed to be clever with 
what we did – like making the shower recesses in the side of the 
WC boxing, which helped maximise the space.” 

Real hotel 
bathroom

*

u
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Architect Your home 0800 051 5304 or 
architect-yourhome.com
Corian 0800 962116 or corian.co.uk
CP hart 0845 873 1121 or cphart.co.uk
Crosswater 0345 873 8840 or  
crosswater.co.uk
Day true 020 7788 9229 or  
daytrue.com
Designed by Woulfe 020 3957 9863 or 
designedbywoulfe.com

Dune dune.es/en
Drummonds 020 7376 4499 or  
drummonds-uk.com
Geberit 01926 516800 or  
geberitcollection.co.uk
Kohler 0844 571 0048 or kohler.co.uk
Perrin & Rowe 01708 526361 or 
perrinandrowe.co.uk
Waters Baths of Ashbourne  
01332 824166 or watersbaths.co.uk

Source Book

h Simply swapping your traditional-looking basin for a more contemporary style can make 
a dramatic difference, as in this aquatic-themed bathroom by architect your Home. a similar 
scheme would cost around £14,000. 
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Toilet tech

“Shower toilets provide the ultimate 
pampering experience in a bathroom 
and can be found at some of the most 

exclusive retreats across the globe. But there are 
a few considerations you should make before 
having one installed in your own bathroom.

“a behind-the-wall electric connection and 
a fresh water connection are required, both of 
which should be fitted by a qualified installer. 
Depending on the extent of the renovations to 
the bathroom, the addition of these elements 
will involve some preparation work, unless a 
concealed cistern is already in place.

“i would recommend using an integrated 
behind-the-wall frame on which you can 
mount a wall-hung toilet, freeing floorspace 
and contributing to a spacious bathroom 
aesthetic. Retrofitting enhancement seats 
is also possible, such as Geberit’s seat-only 
solutions in the tuma and 4000 series. Geberit 
has an online checker tool, so you can quickly 
identify if an enhancement seat option will 
match your existing toilet.” 

h the Geberit aquaClean tuma Comfort shower 
toilet, £2518, features five WhirlSpray settings, 
a warm air dryer, and comes with a remote 
control so you can adjust your preferences. also 
pictured is Geberit’s acanto Black 40cm cabinet, 
£313, and complementary basin, £99. 

Originally from Japan, 
high-tech WCs with 
a bidet function are 
increasingly popular. 
Geberit’s David Bond 
tells us what to know 
before installing a 
shower toilet… 
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